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Abstract

This paper characterizes the optimal information structure in competitive insurance markets with adverse 
selection. We consider a regulator that assigns ratings to individuals according to their expected costs. 
Insurers observe these ratings and compete as in Akerlof (1970). The optimal rating system minimizes ex-
ante risk subject to participation constraints. We prove that in any such market there exists a unique optimal 
system under which all individuals trade and the ratings match low-cost types with high-cost types negative 
assortatively. We provide a simple algorithm that yields the optimal system and examine implications for 
government regulations of insurance markets.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

JEL classification: D81; D60; D86; I13
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1. Introduction

As the combination of big data, artificial intelligence, and scientific innovations in predictive 
medicine improves the accuracy of risk estimates in insurance markets, a key question is how 
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much information should insurers be allowed to use when offering contracts. In health insurance, 
the Genetic Information Non-discrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) and the Affordable Care Act 
of 2011 (ACA) have restricted the degree to which insurers can price discriminate based on in-
formation about individual characteristics, such as genetic mutations and preexisting conditions. 
The premise of such policies is that equalizing insurance premiums, rather than differentiating 
them, provides better insurance from an ex-ante perspective. However, providing more accurate 
information to insurers enables them to offer different contracts to individuals with different 
characteristics, alleviating adverse selection.

The tension between ex-ante insurance and ex-post participation appears to have substantial 
welfare consequences.2 In health insurance, for example, individuals with preexisting conditions 
are turned down or priced out, while healthier and younger individuals opt out of expensive 
contracts. Since the seminal works of Akerlof (1970) and Hirshleifer (1971), the literature has 
studied the social value of information in settings with adverse selection or ex-ante insurance, but 
not with both. In this paper, we focus on this fundamental tradeoff and characterize the optimal 
information structure in competitive insurance markets.

We consider a market where risk-averse agents buy insurance policies from risk-neutral sell-
ers, as in Akerlof (1970). Each agent privately knows her type, specifying a distribution over her 
medical expenses and her willingness-to-pay for insurance. Insurers offer full coverage insurance 
contracts and compete over prices. In the ex-ante stage, a regulator designs a rating system, which 
assigns a public rating to each agent depending on her type. Insurers can differentiate agents only 
by their rating, and thus the rating system determines the information structure in the market. The 
ratings induce a competitive equilibrium whereby each agent will be able to purchase insurance 
at a price equal to the average cost within her rating group, conditional on participation.

The regulator designs a rating system in order to maximize the expected social welfare given 
the market structure. In our baseline model, we assume that the regulator has access to the same 
information as market participants. This assumption is reasonable in health insurance markets. 
In Section 4 we discuss several extensions that accommodate imperfect information.

Our main result is that in any such market, there exists a unique optimal rating system. A 
simple algorithm implements the optimal assignment. In the first step, the agents with the lowest 
cost are pooled together with a group of agents with the highest cost, up to the point where 
the average cost of the risk pool equals the willingness-to-pay of the low-cost agents. In the 
next step, the agents with the second-lowest-cost are pooled together with a group of unmatched 
agents with the highest-cost types, and so on. The algorithm ends in at most as many steps as the 
number of types.

We show that the resulting system satisfies three intuitive properties which are both necessary 
and sufficient to characterize the optimal rating system. First, any optimal rating system induces 
a market outcome in which all agents trade. Otherwise, revealing the type of those agents who are 
excluded would lead to a Pareto improvement. We refer to this property as no exclusion. Second, 
any optimal rating system induces a market outcome whereby low-risk agents face a price equal 
to their willingness-to-pay. We refer to this property as no rents at the top. This property is also 
intuitive since cross-subsidizing across risk types improves ex-ante insurance. If every agent that 
receives a certain rating is willing to pay more than the equilibrium price, then the regulator 
should increase the share of high-risk agents in this rating, reducing price dispersion.

2 See, e.g., Handel et al. (2015) for health insurance; Hendel and Lizzeri (2003) for life insurance; and Finkelstein et 
al. (2005) for long-term care insurance markets.
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These two properties determine the distribution of prices across ratings but do not inform 
about their composition. The third property, negative assortative pooling, postulates that rel-
atively low-cost types cross-subsidize relatively high-cost types. Negative assortative pooling 
improves ex-ante insurance because it minimizes the proportion of agents assigned to better 
ratings, reducing price dispersion. These three properties uniquely identify the optimal rating 
system.

In Section 4 we show that negative assortative assignment is optimal in more general envi-
ronments, including when the social planner can set taxes and subsidies, when there is imperfect 
information, and even if insurers can offer partial insurance contracts. The model also provides 
several insights to assess existing policies. For instance, our results suggest that restricting the 
use of genetic information is more likely to increase welfare in markets where participation is 
higher. Similarly, as individuals obtain access to more accurate information about their health, 
the optimal policy requires prices to be more sensitive to the available data (e.g., progressively 
lifting restrictions on GINA).

While our main motivation concerns health insurance markets, our results apply to many 
other settings where the motive for trade is risk sharing, prices are determined competitively, and 
a social planner can either provide new information or restrict the information that agents can 
use. These features arise, for instance, when constructing stress tests for banks or designing the 
information that online labor platforms disclose (Fisman and Luca (2016)).

Related literature. This work relates to several strands of the literature. Following the seminal 
work of Hirshleifer (1971), a number of papers have shown that releasing public information in 
insurance markets is socially harmful (see Schlee (2001) and references therein). These mod-
els do not consider agents with private information, which provides a motive for information 
disclosure.

There is a small but influential literature on the value of information in competitive markets 
with adverse selection (see, e.g., Levin (2001), and more recently, Goldstein and Leitner (2015)
and Bar-Isaac et al. (2017)). In these models agents are risk neutral, and hence there is no motive 
to reduce price dispersion. We analyze insurance markets where both forces are present and fully 
characterize the optimal information structure.

This difference has significant implications. In Akerlof’s (1970) adverse-selection market, 
Levin (2001) shows that the efficiency of trade may not increase monotonically as more infor-
mation is revealed. For instance, new public information, which affects the beliefs of both buyers 
and sellers, may reduce the gains from trade. However, under quite general conditions, making 
any private signal public always increases the amount of trade. Furthermore, publicly releasing 
all private information always leads to an efficient outcome. In an insurance market, by contrast, 
new public information segments the market and thereby affects how the agents share risk (or 
which agents are pooled together under the same contract). Making private information public 
creates new opportunities for trade at a wider range of prices, but it also restricts risk sharing. As 
a consequence, full disclosure is never optimal.

Most related to our paper, Handel et al. (2015) quantitatively study the effect of price dis-
crimination by simulating health insurance exchanges (markets). They focus on two regimes, 
health-based pricing and community rating, which in our model correspond to a rating system 
that reveals complete information and no information, respectively. The present paper character-
izes the constrained efficient discrimination policy, which generally lies between these extreme 
policies. Section 3 provides a quantitative illustration.
3
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The present work is also related to the literature on information design and strategic persua-
sion (Aumann and Maschler (1995); Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011); Bergemann and Morris 
(2016)). Closest to ours is Bergemann et al. (2015) who study price discrimination by a mo-
nopolist. In our model, instead, competition determines prices, total welfare depends on price 
dispersion, and there is adverse selection.

The present paper is also related to the literature on information design in screening problems 
(see, e.g., Calzolari and Pavan (2006), and more recently, Dworczak (2017)). In these papers, the 
designer must elicit private information from the agents and then choose how much to disclose to 
the market. The present paper abstracts from the elicitation problem and focuses on competitive 
insurance markets.

Our main result also contributes to a broader literature studying optimal arrangements in 
risk-sharing environments. Chiappori and Reny (2016) analyze a model of one-to-one match-
ing between two populations of agents. Each agent faces an exogenous income risk, and two 
agents can match to share this risk. They show that when the agents are ranked by their risk 
aversion, negative assortative matching is the (generically) unique stable outcome. The present 
paper considers a very different setting – a competitive market with risk-neutral insurers and risk-
averse agents – and shows that the efficient outcome has the same structure. This suggests that in 
the context of risk-sharing problems, the negative assortative assignment is not only intuitively 
appealing, but it is also efficient in a larger class of problems.3

2. Model

We consider an insurance market consisting of identical risk-neutral insurers and a heteroge-
neous population of risk-averse agents who are subject to idiosyncratic risks. Every agent has 
a utility function u : � → � that is continuous, strictly increasing, and strictly concave. Agents 
in the population are distributed over a finite set of types i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} according to the 
probability distribution μ. An agent of type i faces a medical expense, distributed according to 
fi ∈ �(X) where X ⊂ �+. The expected medical cost of type i is denoted by θi = Efi

(x), and 
we order types so that θN > θN−1 > . . . > θ1. Let φi denote the willingness-to-pay for full in-
surance of an agent of type i. That is, u(w − φi) = Efi

(u(w − x)) ≡ Ui , where w is the agent’s 
wealth.

We assume that the only source of heterogeneity across agents is their medical costs, and 
therefore agents have the same utility functions and wealth levels (see Section 4 for further 
discussion). The following assumption simplifies the exposition.

Assumption 1. φl > φi if and only if θl > θi .

In words, agents with higher expected medical costs are willing to pay more to obtain insur-
ance. Assumption 1 holds, for instance, if the distributions can be ordered by FOSD. All results 
remain true without this Assumption (see Online Appendix).

3 Negative assortative pooling may arise also in markets with bundled insurance: insurance purchased by a (heteroge-
neous) group of individuals. Most prominent is the case of family insurance. For instance, Nguyen (2018) shows that 
bundled insurance helps to mitigate adverse selection in health insurance in Vietnam.
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Information. Each agent knows her type. Insurers know only the prior distribution. A regulator 
designs a rating system which reveals public information about agents’ types.4 For a given set Z, 
we let �(Z) denote the set of probability distributions over Z.

Definition. A rating system, (S, σ), is a set of public signals, or ratings, S and a mapping σ :
� → �(S) that assigns a probability distribution over signals to each type i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

Let � be the collection of all rating systems. The subset �M ⊂ � denotes the rating systems 
in which the cardinality of S is at most M . That is, (σ, S) ∈ �M implies that S = (s0, ..., sK), 
K < M . Let σji = Prσ (sj | i) denote the probability of rating sj conditional on type i, and ∑K

j=0 σji = 1 for all i ∈ �. We define a risk pool associated with a rating s ∈ S as the posterior 
distribution of types among the population receiving the rating s.

Timing. At the ex-ante stage, the regulator designs a rating system. At the interim stage, agents 
privately learn their types. Then, public ratings are realized according to the designed system and 
agents’ types. At the ex-post stage, trade occurs, the outcome of the lottery fi is realized, and 
consumption takes place.

Market mechanism. Insurers compete over prices and offer insurance contracts conditional on 
the information that they observe. We focus on the minimum price that achieves the most efficient 
allocation. Hence, the price associated with signal sj satisfies

tj = min{t : t = E
(
θ |i ∈ A(t), sj

)
and A(t) = {i : t ≤ φi}}.

In words, A(t) is the set of types willing to accept price t . The equilibrium price of risk pool j
equals the average cost of agents in the risk pool who are willing to trade at that price. Assump-
tion 1 guarantees that the set of types A(tj ) is such that if i ∈ A(tj ) and i′ ∈ A(tj ) then i′′ ∈ A(tj )

for all i < i′′ < i′. This property guarantees that the price is well defined.

Remark. In the case that a rating system generates multiple equilibria, we focus on the minimal 
price equilibrium, which Pareto dominates any other equilibria. Moreover, the efficient equi-
librium can be approximated by another rating system that implements a unique competitive 
equilibrium.

The regulator’s problem. We assume that a benevolent regulator designs the rating system at the 
ex-ante stage in order to maximize the utilitarian welfare of agents with Pareto weights given by 
the prior distribution (ex-ante Pareto). As we discuss in Section 4, all results follow for any Social 
Welfare Function that satisfies (interim) Pareto optimality and a preference for Mean-Preserving 
Contractions of the price distribution (risk-aversion).5 We restrict attention to rating systems that 
use countable signals, and hence the optimal rating system solves the following problem6:

4 Equivalently, all information is publicly available but the regulator restricts the information that insurers can use in 
their contracts.

5 Interim Pareto is a very weak criterion in our setup. For example, if the ex-ante probability of each type is sufficiently 
small, any allocation achieving full trade is interim Pareto.

6 If S is uncountable, replace the second sum with an integral, and proceed to Lemma 1.
5
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sup
(S,σ )∈�

N∑
i=1

μi

|S|−1∑
j=0

σji

(
u(w − tj )1tj ≤φi

+ Ui1tj >φi

)
(1)

s.t. tj = min
t

E
(
θ | i ∈ A(t), sj

)

Lemma 1. An optimal rating system exists. Furthermore, it is without loss of generality to con-
sider rating systems (S, σ) ∈ �N .

A formal proof is given in the Appendix. The Lemma follows from two observations. First, 
if two rating systems induce the same allocation, it is without loss of generality to focus on 
the rating system with fewer signals. For example, if two signals induce the same price, we can 
construct another rating system in which both signals are merged and achieve the same allocation. 
Second, if some type is the healthiest type who participates in two different signals, then merging 
them into a single signal induces a mean-preserving contraction of the price distribution.7

3. Optimal rating system

The first crucial observation is that it is without loss of generality to consider rating systems 
that implement an allocation where all types are insured. We refer to this property as no exclusion.

Lemma 2. An optimal rating system satisfies no exclusion.

Proof. Let (S, σ) be optimal. By Lemma 1, we can assume that (S, σ) ∈ �N . Suppose that 
σji > 0 and φi < tj for some type i ∈ �, so that type i does not buy insurance following signal sj . 
We can construct another rating system, (Ŝ, σ̂ ) ∈ �N+1, that strictly improves. We set σ̂ki′ = σki′
for all i′, k 
= j ; σ̂j i′ = σji′ for i′ 
= i; σ̂j i = 0 and σ̂(N+1)i = σji . Notice that under (Ŝ, σ̂ )

type i is strictly better-off and all other types are indifferent because the prices associated with 
all other signals remain the same. Finally, by Lemma 1, there must exist some (S′, σ ′) ∈ �N

achieving a (weakly) better allocation than (Ŝ, σ̂ ). Hence, (S, σ) is strictly worse than (S′, σ ′), a 
contradiction. �

The proof is intuitive, if an agent receives signal sj and does not trade, then assigning this 
agent to a new signal instead of sj is a Pareto improvement, because no other price is affected 
and this agent is strictly better off.

It follows that for each signal sj we can identify an associated equilibrium price

tj = Ej(θ) ≡
N∑

i=1

Pr(θi |sj )θi =
N∑

i=1

σjiμi∑N
l=1 σjlμl

θi .

It will be convenient to keep track of the highest equilibrium price, which we denote by t0, and 
its corresponding signal s0. From Lemmas 1 and 2, we can write the regulator’s maximization 
problem as

7 As one referee kindly suggested, this result may also be established using an argument based on Caratheodory’s 
Theorem, and is akin to a number of results in the literature (e.g. Lemma 1 in Bergemann et al. (2015)).
6
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max
(S,σ )∈�N

N∑
i=1

μi

|S|−1∑
j=0

σjiu(w − tj )

s.t. tj = Ej(θ)

tj ≤ φi,∀i : σji > 0

The regulator chooses a rating system to maximize the ex-ante expected utility, subject to the 
interim participation and break-even constraints. Our main result shows that there exists a unique 
optimal rating system that is the outcome of a simple algorithm.

Theorem 1. The following algorithm yields the unique optimal rating system.
Let m ∈N be a counter variable and set m = 1 and μ1 = μ.

Step am. If Eμm(θ) ≤ φm, then set σ0i = 1 −∑m−1
j=1 σji, ∀i ∈ � and stop. Otherwise, create signal 

sm with σmm = 1, and σmi > 0 only if ∀m > i, 
∑m

j=1 σjl = 1, such that tm = Eμm(θ |sm) = φm. 
Proceed to Step bm.

Step bm. Stop if there are no individuals remaining in the population. Otherwise, define the prior 
on the remaining types by

μm+1
i = μm

i (1 − σmi)∑N
l=1 μm

l (1 − σml)
,

increase m by one (that is, m = m + 1), and proceed to Step am.

The outcome of the algorithm is a negative assortative assignment. The agents with cost type 
1 and a group of agents with the highest cost types are assigned to rating s1 such that the average 
cost of the risk pool is φ1. The agents with cost type 2 and a group of agents with the next highest 
cost types are assigned to rating s2 such that the average cost of the risk pool is φ2, and so on.

To see how the algorithm achieves this allocation, Step a1 checks whether the agents are 
willing to participate at a price equal to the average cost of the population. If φ1 ≥ Eμ(θ), the 
entire population is assigned to signal s0 and the algorithm stops. Competition drives the price 
down to the average cost, t0 = Eμ(θ), and the first-best outcome is achieved. Furthermore, in 
this case, any rating system that reveals information creates price dispersion, reducing ex-ante 
welfare. If Eμ(θ) > φ1, agents of type 1 will not participate at this price. In this case, agents of 
type 1 and a group of sickest agents are assigned to signal s1, up to the point where the average 
cost of the risk pool is φ1. The algorithm moves to Step b1, where the agents in signal s1 are 
removed, and the process continues with the residual population.

Fig. 1 illustrates the case where � = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and the first-best outcome is not feasible, 
Eμ(θ) > φ1. In Step a1, the agents of type 1 are assigned to rating s1 in addition to all the 
agents of type 5 and a fraction of the agents of type 4. Competition drives the price down to the 
average cost of the risk pool, t1 = φ1. Notice that the insurers expected profit from type 1 agents 
cross-subsidize the expected losses from type 4 and type 5 agents (the areas A4 and A5 in Fig. 1):

μ1(t1 − θ1) = μ5(θ5 − t1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A5

+ μ4σ14(θ4 − t1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A4

.

The algorithm moves to Step b1, which removes the agents in signal s1 from the population. The 
process continues with the residual population with the distribution of types given by,
7
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Fig. 1. The optimal rating system.

μ2 = 1

μ2 + μ3 + (1 − σ14)μ4
(0,μ2,μ3, (1 − σ14)μ4,0).

In Step a2, the algorithm checks whether type 2 agents participate at a price equal to the average 
cost of the residual population, Eμ2(θ) = ∑5

=1 μ2
i θi . Notice that Fig. 1 depicts a case where 

Eμ2(θ) ≤ φ2. Therefore, the entire residual population is assigned to signal s0, the associated 
price is t0 = Eμ2(θ), and the algorithm stops.

The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in two steps. First, we identify three properties that are 
necessary and jointly sufficient to characterize the optimal rating system. Second, we show that 
the output of the algorithm is the unique rating system that satisfies these properties.

The first property is no exclusion, which we previously discussed.

Definition. A rating system (S, σ) satisfies no rents at the top if whenever i = min{l : σjl > 0}
and tj < t0, then tj = φi .

In other words, the participation constraint of the healthiest type receiving a certain rating with 
positive probability is binding, except for the rating s0.

Lemma 3. An optimal rating system satisfies no rents at the top.

Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists an optimal rating system (S, σ) with some 
signal sj 
= s0 and for all types i with σji > 0, tj < φi . We now construct a welfare-improving 
rating system, (Ŝ, σ̂ ): σ̂j l = σjl + (1 − β)σ0l , σ̂0l = βσ0l , σ̂j ′l = σj ′l for all l ∈ � and j ′ 
= 0, j . 
Thus, for β large enough, φi ≥ t̂j . To see that this is an improvement, notice that the only change 
in the allocation pertains to ratings s0 and sj . By construction, notice that t̂0 = t0, 

∑N
i=1 σ0iμi >∑N

i=1 σ̂0iμi ,

N∑
σ0iμi t0 +

N∑
σjiμitj =

N∑
σ̂0iμi t̂0 +

N∑
σ̂j iμi t̂j ,
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1

8
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and tj < t̂j < t0. It follows that the distribution of prices under (Ŝ, σ̂ ) is a mean-preserving 
contraction of that under (S, σ). �

The idea of the proof is that if all agents receive positive rents in a certain rating, which is not 
the worst, then we can “move” some of the sickest agents from the worst rating to the better one 
without violating the participation constraints (because the average price equals the average cost 
of the participating agents).

Definition. A rating system (S, σ) satisfies negative assortative pooling, if there are two signals 
sj and sj ′ such that i = min{k : σjk > 0} < min{k : σj ′k > 0} = l, then min{k 
= i : σjk > 0} ≥
max{k : σj ′k > 0}.

This property states that if types i, l ∈ � are the healthiest types in their respective pools, and 
type i is healthier than type l, i.e., i < l, then any agent pooled with i is (weakly) sicker than 
any agent pooled with l. In other words, negative assortative pooling requires that every type in 
a better pool, aside of the healthiest, is sicker than any type in a worse pool (where the ranking 
of pools is determined by the cost of its healthiest type).

Lemma 4. The optimal rating system satisfies negative assortative pooling.

Proof. The proof relies on the following claim.

Claim 1. Let (S, σ) ∈ �N be an optimal rating system. If t0 > tj > φi , and σji > 0, then θi ≥ t0
(with strict inequality unless σ0k = 0 for all k 
= i).

The proof of Claim 1 is given in the Appendix. Claim 1 states that if type i is assigned to signal 
sj , except s0, with positive probability and receives rents in sj , then type i would be cross-
subsidized in any other risk pool. From Claim 1 and Lemma 3 we know that for every signal sj
(except s0), there exists a unique healthiest type i for which tj = φi , σji = 1, and for all other 
types l 
= i, if σjl > 0 then tj < θl .

Assume the rating system does not satisfy negative assortative pooling. That is, there exist two 
signals j, j ′ with tj < tj ′ and two types l < l′, who are not the healthiest types in either of these 
signals; and it holds that σjl > 0 and σj ′l′ > 0. We can improve this allocation by exchanging 
only types l and l′ as follows.

By definition, tj =
∑N

i=1 μiσjiθi∑N
i=1 μiσji

, and let

G ≡
∑
i 
=l,l′

μiσji(tj − θi) = μlσjl(θl − tj ) + μl′σjl′(θl − tj ).

The key observation is that by Claim 1, we have θl′ > θl ≥ t0 ≥ tj ′ > tj and, thus, G > 0. More-
over, θl > tj ′ because if t0 = tj ′ , then since there are at least two types in the support of s0, then by 
Claim 1 θl > t0. Consider then (S, σ̂ ) such that σ̂ki = σki , for all i 
= l, l′ and for all k; σ̂kl = σkl

and σ̂kl′ = σkl′ for all k 
= j, j ′; we set σ̂j l and σ̂j l′ such that

μlσ̂j l(θl − tj ) + μl′ σ̂j l′(θl′ − tj ) = G ⇐⇒ μl′ σ̂j l′ = G

′
− μlσ̂j l(θl − tj )

′
θl − tj θl − tj

9
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where σ̂j l > σjl and σ̂j l′ < σjl′ ; and finally, we set σ̂j ′l = 1 − ∑
k 
=j ′ σ̂kl and σj ′l′ = 1 −∑

k 
=j ′ σ̂kl′ . Therefore, by construction, we have that t̂j = tj > t̂j ′ > tj ′ ; and the price distribution 
under (S, σ) is a mean-preserving spread of that under (S, σ̂ ). �

The proof is based on two ideas. First, by Claim 1, we know that in each risk pool, except 
s0, there exists a unique type that cross-subsidizes all other types in the pool. Second, if negative 
assortative pooling fails, there exists a swap between two cross-subsidized types in two different 
pools, such that the lowest of the two prices is kept constant and the highest drops. In the resulting 
allocation no participation constraint is violated, and price dispersion is reduced.

Theorem 2. A rating system is optimal if and only if it satisfies the properties of no exclusion, 
no rents at the top, and negative assortative pooling. Furthermore, the optimal rating system is 
unique.

Proof. Lemmas 2-4 establish the necessary conditions. For sufficiency, we show that there ex-
ists a unique rating system satisfying all three properties. Suppose that (S, σ) and (Ŝ, σ̂ ) satisfy 
these three properties and induce the prices (t1, t2, ..., tk, t0) and (t̂1, ̂t2, ..., ̂tk, ̂tk+1, ..., ̂tl , ̂t0), re-
spectively. First, if prices are in ascending order, then tj = φj for all j ≤ k, and t̂j = φj for all 
j ≤ l. To see this, observe that by no rents it must be that for j ≤ k there exists i ∈ � such that 
tj = φi . Since each of the first j prices must correspond to a unique type, it must be that tj = φi

and i ≥ j . If i > j , there must exist type i′ < i and φi′ < tj = φi . This is only possible if either 
σi′j ′ > 0 for j ′ < j which contradicts negative assortative pooling or σi′j ′ > 0 for j ′ > j which 
contradicts no trade (tj ′ > φi′ ).
Furthermore, by negative assortative pooling, σji = σ̂j i , ∀j ≤ k. On the one hand, we have that:

N∑
i=1

μiσ0i t0 =
N∑

i=1

μiσ̂0i t̂0 +
∑

j≥k+1

N∑
i=1

μiσ̂ji t̂j .

On the other hand, we have that:

N∑
i=1

μiσ̂0i t̂0 +
∑

j≥k+1

N∑
i=1

μiσ̂ji t̂j =
N∑

i=1

μiσ̂0i t̂0 +
∑

j≥k+1

N∑
i=1

μiσ̂jiφj

> φk+1

⎛
⎝ N∑

i=1

μiσ̂0i +
∑

j≥k+1

N∑
i=1

μiσ̂ji

⎞
⎠ = φk+1

N∑
i=1

μiσ0i ≥
N∑

i=1

μiσ0i t0,

where the first equality follows from the above; the inequality follows by the ordering of the 
willingness-to-pay and the fact that t̂0 is the highest price, and at least one of those signals has a 
strictly positive probability; the next follows by definition, and the last inequality follows from 
the fact that σ is feasible and satisfies the participation constraints. Hence, we have a contradic-
tion. �

All that is left to show now is that the output of the algorithm satisfies these properties.

Proof of Theorem 1. The algorithm yields a unique rating system in at most N steps. By con-
struction, the rating system satisfies no exclusion (if φi < t0, σii = 1 and ti = φi , else φi > t0 ≥ tj
for all j ); no rents at the top (if tj < t0, then tj = φj = min{i′ : σii′ > 0}); and negative assortative 
10
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Fig. 2. Ex-ante Certainty Equivalent as a function of α for different regimes. The green line represents no information, 
the orange line represents full information and the blue line is the optimal rating system. (For interpretation of the colors 
in the figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

pooling (if for some j , 
∑

k≤j σki < 1, σji′ = 0 for all j < i′ < i). By Theorem 2, the algorithm 
yields the unique optimal rating system. �
3.1. Illustrative example

To illustrate the construction of the optimal rating system, let us consider the setting of Handel 
et al. (2015). Assume that the health expenditure is given by x = αεi + (1 − α)εA, where εi is 
known by the agent and εA is not. We assume that εi ∈ {ε1, ε2, ε3}, and preferences are repre-
sented by a CARA utility function with a coefficient of risk-aversion γ . Following our baseline 
model, we assume that the two policies correspond to full coverage and no coverage.8 Therefore, 
θi = E(x|εi) and φi = E(x | εi) + γ (1 − α)2V ar(εa) ≡ θi + �.

The parameter α measures how well private information predicts future costs. Fig. 2 depicts 
the ex-ante welfare as a function of α under three rating systems.

1. Full information (health-based pricing). Each type pays her actuarially fair price ti = θi . 
The orange line depicts the certainty equivalent under health-based pricing. Full information 
is optimal only if there is no ex-ante information (α = 0) or there is no ex-post risk (α = 1).

2. No information (community rating). The price equals the average cost of the participating 
agents. If α < 0.33, then we have that θ1 + � ≥ Eμ(θ) and all agents participate at the price 
t = Eμ(θ). Otherwise, type 1 does not participate and we either have partial unraveling 
(if θ2 + � ≥ Eμ(θ | i 
= 1)) or complete unraveling. The green line depicts the (ex-ante) 
certainty equivalent under no information.

3. Optimal rating system. There are four possible configurations, depending on the value of �.
• If � < �1, no information is optimal.
• If � ∈ [�1, �2), there are two ratings: type 1, type 3, and a fraction of type 2 receive 

rating s1 such that t1 = θ1 + �. The rest of type 2 receive rating s0 and pay t0 = θ2.
• If � ∈ [�2, �3), there are two ratings: type 1 and a fraction of type 3 receive rating s1

such that t1 = θ1 + �. The remaining types receive rating s0 and pay t0 ∈ [θ2, θ2 + �).

8 See Appendix 1.5 for a discussion.
11
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• If � ≥ �3, there are three different ratings: type 1 and a fraction of type 3 receive rating 
s1 such that t1 = θ1 + �. Type 2 and a fraction of type 3 receive rating s2 such that 
t2 = θ2 + �. The remaining types receive rating s0 and pay t0 = θ3.

The blue line depicts the (ex-ante) certainty equivalent under the optimal rating system.

This example also suggests that there is a clear relationship between the level of idiosyncratic 
risk and the efficiency of the market under the optimal rating system. More risky environments 
increase the wedge between the expected cost and the willingness-to-pay, which allows the reg-
ulator to cross-subsidize across types more efficiently. For example, consider two environments, 
M1 and M2, with associated distributions of medical expenses f 1

i and f 2
i , and suppose that f 2

i

is a mean-preserving spread of f i
i for all i ∈ �. It follows that with no information, the set of 

types who trade is (weakly) larger in environment M2 because every agent is willing to pay 
more for insurance, but their expected costs are the same. In addition, the optimal rating system 
in environment M2 requires (weakly) fewer ratings and achieves higher expected welfare.9 As 
we show in the Online Appendix, similar comparative statics emerge in the case of asymmetric 
information.

From a policy perspective, these findings suggest that regulations that limit price discrimina-
tion, such as GINA, should be less strict in markets with limited participation. Likewise, they 
imply that as individuals have access to more accurate information about their health, the opti-
mal regulation requires prices to be more sensitive to the available data (e.g., progressively lifting 
restrictions on GINA).

4. Discussion

We have analyzed the problem faced by a regulator that provides information to insurers, and 
this information enables them to offer different contracts to individuals with different character-
istics. We showed that the properties of no exclusion, no rents at the top, and negative assortative 
pooling uniquely characterize the optimal rating system. In this section, we discuss several ex-
tensions of the model and show that our main result, negative assortative pooling, continues to 
hold.

Partial insurance. We have assumed that insurers offer full coverage contracts. If insurers can 
offer partial insurance, they can cream-skim healthy agents with a cheaper contract that provides 
lower coverage. Furthermore, if every quantity-price pair contract is feasible, as in Rothschild 
and Stiglitz (1976), the only equilibrium outcome, when it exists, is fully separating. In this 
scenario, there are no gains from building risk pools which will unravel by competitive screening. 
Therefore, the optimal rating system perfectly reveals each type to eliminate the inefficiencies 
associated with screening.

In the Online Appendix, we analyze a market where insurers can offer contracts with partial 
coverage and the contract space is restricted. We first consider a market where all the feasible 
contracts provide the same (partial) level of coverage. The equilibrium is similar to the case of 
full insurance, but now the agents face residual risk, creating a wedge between prices and con-
sumption. As a result, a mean preserving contraction of the price distribution need not imply a 

9 In each iteration of the optimal algorithm, the residual population under M2 is a subset of that under M1, and, 
therefore, the algorithm must stop in fewer steps. Further, the optimal rating under M1 is feasible under M2, so the latter 
must achieve higher welfare.
12
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mean preserving contraction of the distribution of consumption profiles, and, hence, may not be 
desirable to the regulator. Nevertheless, under some technical assumptions on the utility func-
tion and the distribution of risk, we show that the optimal rating system still satisfies negative 
assortative pooling (see Proposition 1 in the Online Appendix).10

We then extend the analysis to an environment in which insurers can offer contracts with one 
of two exogenously given coverage levels. The contracts differ in the coverage level and prices 
are determined competitively.11 As in Handel et al. (2015), we consider a Riley equilibrium (see 
Riley (1979)), which always exists, and the equilibrium allocation necessarily involves some 
cross-subsidization across types. The agents’ participation constraints are now endogenous, and 
the regulator has to make sure that insurers cannot profitably cream-skim the agents in the high-
coverage contract. We first show that under the optimal rating system, all agents assigned to a 
rating choose the same contract (quantity-price). We then show that under the same conditions 
of Proposition 1, negative assortative pooling holds within each coverage level.

Together, these two results demonstrate that negative assortative pooling is the key feature 
of an optimal rating system in a broad class of contractual environments, provided that there is 
competition and the equilibrium is not fully separating.

Information asymmetries. We have assumed that the regulator has access to the same infor-
mation as the agents. We contend that this assumption is reasonable in insurance markets in 
which the availability of big data (medical records and perhaps genetic data), machine learn-
ing, and scientific innovations in predictive medicine are improving the accuracy of risk esti-
mates.12 Nevertheless, our analysis can be adapted and applied to different informational envi-
ronments.

First, the regulator may be able to better predict the medical costs of different illnesses than the 
agents. In this case, as we show in Proposition 5 in the Online Appendix, a simple modification 
of the algorithm provided in Theorem 1 delivers the optimal rating system. This rating system 
satisfies no exclusion, no rents at the top, and negative assortative pooling, whereby agents with 
the lowest willingness-to-pay (based on their prior) are pooled with the agents that have the 
highest expected costs (based on the regulator’s information).

Second, if agents have better information about their medical expenses, the optimal rating 
system need not satisfy no exclusion (see Example B.1 in Section 1.4 of the Online Appendix). 
To make some progress, we assume that the regulator knows the expected cost of each type but 
does not know their willingness-to-pay. As we show in Proposition 6 in the Online Appendix, 
the optimal rating system still satisfies negative assortative pooling and (a version of) no rents at 
the top.

Preferences and welfare. We have assumed that (i) individuals are risk-averse expected-utility 
maximizers, and (ii) the regulator maximizes the utilitarian social welfare function with Pareto 
weights given by the prior distribution. The optimal rating system we have characterized remains 

10 The optimal rating system satisfies no exclusion, but need not satisfy no rents at the top.
11 For instance, in the exchanges set up by the ACA, health insurance plans appear in 4 metal categories, Bronze, Silver, 
Gold, and Platinum, differing in the degree of coverage.
12 We abstract from the problem of soliciting private information from the agents and then making this information 
available to the market. This issue has been studied in Calzolari and Pavan (2006), and more recently, in Dworczak 
(2017). Notice that if the information is verifiable, every agent would be willing to reveal their private information and 
participate in the mechanism. The case of unverifiable information is left for future work.
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optimal under more general models accommodating risk-aversion and a large class of social 
welfare functions.

To see this, notice first that the key feature of the model is that each agent’s willingness to 
pay is greater than her average cost, φi > θi , which is true under any definition of risk aver-
sion. Second, a rating system that does not satisfy no exclusion is Pareto dominated, and thus 
the optimal rating system under any social welfare function satisfies no exclusion (Lemma 2). 
Third, the proof of Theorem 1 takes any rating system satisfying no exclusion and applies a se-
quence of perturbations yielding the unique rating system constructed by our algorithm. Each 
test perturbation is a mean preserving contraction of the distribution of consumption profiles. 
Therefore, the proof holds true for any social welfare function that respects SOSD. For example, 
maximin (Rawls (2009)) and leximin (Sen (1977)) social preferences, which put all their weight 
on the worse-off members of society, and the quadratic social welfare function (Epstein and Se-
gal (1992)), which maximizes a mean-variance value function of the interim utilities, all respect 
SOSD.

Heterogeneity. We have assumed that all agents have the same wealth level at the ex-ante stage. 
An alternative assumption is that individuals’ preferences satisfy CARA and health costs are 
uncorrelated with wealth. In such an environment, if the regulator cannot discriminate based 
on wealth, any rating system that satisfies no exclusion with lower price dispersion is welfare-
improving, and our results go through unchanged.13

In practice, health insurance policy is often used as a safety net with the (implicit) aim of 
reducing inequality and poverty, and in many cases insurance subsidies are means-tested. In 
Section 1.5 of the Online Appendix, we consider an extension in which the regulator observes 
both costs and wealth levels and designs the rating system to cross-subsidize in both dimensions. 
We show that the optimal rating system satisfies no exclusion and gives no rents to a subset of 
healthiest agents.

Market structure. If the regulator faces a monopoly, prices are determined by individual 
willingness-to-pay (rather than expected cost). Bergemann et al. (2015) study market segmenta-
tion (rating systems) without adverse selection and with risk-neutral buyers. They show that any 
feasible and individually-rational payoff vector is an equilibrium outcome for some information 
structure. Adverse selection introduces an additional role for information (guaranteeing efficient 
trade), while risk-aversion generates a strict ranking over information structures and a trade-off 
for the regulator: reducing seller’s surplus may require a more disperse distribution of risk. We 
leave these issues for future research.

Taxes and subsidies. We have analyzed the problem of a regulator that can influence the market 
outcomes only through information design. There are, of course, a range of more direct policy 
interventions. The Affordable Care Act, for example, specifies a broad redistributive scheme 
across contract pools (the so-called risk-corridor), compensating insurers with excessive costs.14

A natural question to ask is how the optimal policy combines information design and fiscal 
policies.

13 Notice that CARA ensures that the willingness-to-pay does not depend on wealth and, thus, the regulator knows each 
agent’s φi . Independence between health and wealth implies that a mean-preserving contraction is welfare improving. In 
fact, the same logic applies if lower medical costs are associated with higher wealth.
14 The ACA also introduces direct subsidies to policy-holders depending on their income. Since poorer individuals tend 
to have worse health status, these subsidies can also be interpreted as redistribution across pools.
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To address this question, suppose that, as in our model, the regulator designs a rating system, 
and then competition determines the prices of the contracts offered to each risk pool. In addition, 
the regulator sets a tax rate and a subsidy for each of the risk pools, with the constraint that the 
policy should be budget-balanced. For instance, the regulator may choose a rating system that 
perfectly reveals each type and set up taxes and subsidies so as to smooth consumption subject 
to the participation constraint. The planner optimally taxes an interval of the healthiest agents 
so that their participation constraints are binding, and redistributes the proceeds to equalize the 
consumption of everyone else. If the tax system is fully efficient, in the sense that there is no 
waste associated with raising taxes, it follows that this allocation is optimal. In other words, it 
is more efficient to redistribute directly through taxes and subsidies than through diversification 
of risk pools. The intuition is that negative assortative pooling promises a very high consump-
tion level to a subset of the sickest types, whereas direct redistribution achieves a more even 
allocation.

More generally, if taxes and subsidies are not fully efficient (in the sense that a fraction of 
the tax revenue is lost), information design becomes an important redistributive policy tool. The 
Online Appendix presents a formal analysis of this case (see Section 1.2). Proposition 3 shows 
that there exists a threshold level such that if the tax system is more efficient than this threshold, 
then the regulator should only use taxes, while if it is less efficient, the properties presented in 
Theorem 2 characterize the optimal rating system.

Appendix A. Omitted proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Since multiple rating systems may achieve the same allocation, we focus 
on the one with the minimum number of signals. Therefore, it is without loss of generality to 
consider only rating systems (S, σ) ∈ � in which each signal induces a different price. To see 
this notice that if two signals implement the same price, we can always merge them into one 
signal without changing the allocation.

Let us now define the auxiliary problem

sup
(S,σ )∈�N

N∑
i=1

μi

N−1∑
j=0

σji

(
u(w − tj )1tj ≤φi

+ Ui1tj >φi

)
(2)

s.t. tj = min
t

Ej

(
θ | i ∈ A(t)

)
Notice that a solution to (2) exists because �N is compact and the payoff function is upper-

hemi-continuous.15 We will now argue that the values of problem (2) and problem (1) are equal. 
In particular, we show that for any rating system (S, σ) ∈ � \ �N , there exists another rating 
system (S′, σ ′) ∈ �N that achieves an allocation with a weakly higher value.

Let us first assume that | S |< ∞. The first observation is that there must exist a type i ∈ �

such that i is the healthiest type in the support of (at least) two different signals, sk and sj , who is 
willing to trade. Formally, i = min{i′ : i′ ∈ A(tk) ∧{σki′ > 0}} = min{i′ : i′ ∈ A(tj ) ∧{σji′ > 0}}. 
This is a direct consequence of the pigeonhole principle because there are only N types and at 
least N + 1 signals.

Without loss of generality, assume that tj > tk . Consider then (S′, σ ′) ∈ �|S|−1 with σ ′
li′ = σli′

for all l 
= k, j , i′ ∈ �, σ ′
ki = σki′ + σji′ . In words, the new rating system merges signals k, j

15 Notice that Ej (θ | i ∈ A(t)) is u.h.c. in σ and the expected utility function is continuous.
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into a single signal. Since i is the healthiest type in the support of this new signal s′
k, for all 

i′ : σ ′
ki′ > 0, we have that φi′ ≥ φi . But since i was willing to participate in both signals, every 

type in the support of s′
k who traded before (in either sk or sj ) is willing to trade now. It follows 

that tk ≥ t ′k ≥ tj . Because the average price always equals the average cost of the agents who 
participate, the allocation under (S′, σ ′) implements the same average price with lower price 
dispersion and, therefore, it is a mean-preserving contraction of the allocation under (S, σ).

We finally consider the case where | S |= ∞. For each type i consider all the signals sk
such that i = min{i′ : i′ ∈ A(tk) ∧ {σki′ > 0}}. Let Si be the collection of all such signals and 
let σj (i) = ∑

k∈Si
σkj . Let (S′, σ ′) with S′ = {s1, ..., sN } and σ ′

ij = σj (i) for all i and all j . 
By construction, the probability of trade of each type is the same in both (S, σ) and (S′, σ ′) 
and t ′i = ∑

k∈Si

∑
j≥i

σkj μj∑
j≥i σkj μj

θj . Hence, (S′, σ ′) induces a mean-preserving contraction of the 

distribution under (S, σ). �
Proof of Claim 1. We proceed by contradiction and assume that σji > 0, θi ≤ t0, tj < φi , and 
i is not the unique type that has positive probability of receiving the worst signal. We construct 
a welfare improving rating system σ̂ with an additional signal denoted by sN+1. There are four 
cases to consider.

Case 1: t0 > θi > tj . We construct rating system (Ŝ, σ̂ ) ∈ �N+1 in 4 Steps:

1. σ̂0l = (1 − γ − λ)σ0l for all l ∈ � and 1 > γ + λ > 0 and γ, λ ≥ 0;
2. σ̂j l = σjl + λσ0l for all l 
= i and σ̂j i = (1 − δ)σji + λσ0i for some δ ≥ 0;
3. σ̂(N+1)l = γ σ0l for l 
= i and σ̂(N+1)i = δσji + γ σ0i ;
4. For all k 
= j, 0 we have σkl = σ̂kl .

In words, we move a representative sample of those types who were in rating 0 (Step 1) and 
distribute them to ratings j and N + 1 (Steps 2 and 3); we move type i from rating j (Step 1) 
to rating N + 1 (Step 3); and we keep everyone else in the same rating (Step 4). By construction 
t0 = t̂0 and,

t̂N+1 =
∑N

l=1 μlσ̂(N+1)lθl∑N
l=1 μlσ̂(N+1)l

= μiδσjiθi + t0
∑N

l=1 γμlσ0l

μiδσji + ∑N
l=1 γμlσ0l

∈ (θi, t0)

For any δ > 0, there exists some γ (δ) such that for all γ < γ (δ), we have that θi < t̂N+1 ≤ φi . 
The equilibrium price t̂j satisfies

t̂j =
∑N

l=1 μlσ̂j lθl∑N
l=1 μlσ̂j l

=
∑N

l=1 μl(σjl + λσ0l )θl − μiδσjiθi∑N
l=1 μl(σjl + λσ0l) − μiδσji

.

Since θi ≥ tj , for any δ > 0 sufficiently small, there exists some λ(δ) such that t̂j = tj . Therefore, 
there exist combinations of (δ, λ, γ ) such that t0 = t̂0 > t̂N+1 > tj = t̂j and for all k 
= j , t̂k = tk . 
Since the price distributions under (S, σ) and (Ŝ, σ̂ ) have the same mean, the former induces a 
mean-preserving contraction on the price distribution. Moreover, by Lemma 1, there must exist 
(S′, σ ′) ∈ �N that outperforms (Ŝ, σ̂ ).

Case 2: t0 = θi > tj . Then, either i is the unique type in rating s0 and we are done, or there 
must exist some other type i′ with σ0i′ > 0 and θi′ > θi . We construct rating system (S, σ̂ ) with 
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σ̂j i = (1 − δ)σji and σji′ = σji′ + γ σ0i′ , σ̂0i = σ0i + δσji and σ̂0i′ = δσ0i′ . In words, we move 
i from rating sj to s0 and i′ from s0 to sj . Since θi′ > θi > tj , we can choose combinations of 
parameters (λ, δ) such that t̂j = tj and, therefore, t̂0 < t0, which also leads to a mean-preserving 
contraction of the price distribution.

Case 3: θi = tj . We construct a rating system (Ŝ, σ̂ ) as in Case 1, only λ = 0.

Case 4: tj > θi . In this case, moving type i ∈ � from the support of signal sj leads to an increase 
in its price, so we cannot simply replace type i with types from the support of s0. However, in 
such a case there must be an additional type i′ ∈ � such that σji′ > 0 with θi′ > tj (for otherwise 
the average cost of agents in sj cannot be above θi). We construct a welfare-improving rating 
system (Ŝ, σ̂ ) ∈ �N+1 with σ̂0l = (1 − γ )σ0l for all l, σ̂j i = (1 − δ)σji , σ̂j i = (1 − δ′)σji′ , 
σ̂(N+1)i = δσji + γ σ0i , σ̂(N+1)i′ = δ′σji′ + γ σ0i′ . We can choose δ and δ′ such that t̂j = tj and 
for γ sufficiently small, min{φi, t0} > tN+1 > tj , which implies that (Ŝ, σ̂ ) induces a mean-
preserving contraction of the price distribution (and, therefore, there must exist some (S′, σ ′) ∈
�N that strictly improves on (S, σ)). In other words, we construct a virtual type which is a 
convex combination of type i and i′ that has an average cost of tj and proceed as in Case 3. �
Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi .org /10 .1016 /
j .jet .2020 .105160.
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